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INFORMATION ABOUT PRODUCTS
CitDirect Mobile for CitiDirect Customers

Euromoney Survey - vote!

We would like to remind you of our CitiDirect Mobile service which offers
our Clients Access to banking through their mobile phones, tablets and
other mobile devices in any place and at any time. It helps you easily and
quickly manager your business finances
from any place in the Word. All you Reed is
a mobile device (smatphone, tablet connected to the Internet.

We invite you to take part in this year‟s edition of Euromoney
survey and vote for Citi.
Your vote is very important to us! The survey lasts until July
6, 2012.

CitiDirect Mobile enables you to:
- authorize and release payments
- check your bank accounts
- view the transaction details
- filter payments
- search for payments

The application is available through an
Internet browser for tablets and smartphones with the following operating systems: BlackBerry, Apple iOS, Android, Windows, Symbian.

Citi and Citi Handlowy from the beginning have supported
some of the biggest ideas in history. They have driven innovation and progress, both globally and locally. 2012 is a special year for us. Themed „One bank, two traditions, 200 years
of progress‟, it marks Citi‟s 200th anniversary.
We are proud that for the past 200 years we could help our
Clients achieve their ambitions. We will make every effort to
support you in achieving your business goals also in the future.
We would like to thank you for your appreciation in the last
year‟s Euromoney survey and we encourage you to vote this
year, too!
Vote for Citi (click here)
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NEWS
Bank holidays in June and July 2012

Match dates — traffic difficulties.

Below we present dates in June and July 2012 in the case of
which orders will be executed on the following business day as
these days are currency holidays (holidays in respective countries).

In connection with 2012 UEFA European Football Championship and
possible traffic difficulties, we present dates of matches in Poland:

JUNE:
04 – EUR (Cyprus, Greece, Ireland), GBP, RON, UAH
05 – DKK, GBP
06 – SEK
07 – EUR (Austria, Germany, Portugal), HRK, PLN
11 – AUD
12 – RUB
13 – EUR (Portugal)
21 – EUR (Belgium)
22 – EUR (Finland), HRK, SEK
25 – HRK, EUR (Slovenia)
28 – UAH
JULY:
02 – CAD, HKD, EUR (Holland)
04 – USD
05 – CZK, EUR (Slovakia)
06 – CZK, LTL
16 – JPY

GDAŃSK
Sunday, 10 June, 18:00: Spain– Italy
Thursday, 14 June, 20:45: Spain - Ireland
Monday, 18 June, 20:45: Croatia - Spain
Friday, 22 June, 20:45: QUARTER-FINAL
POZNAŃ
Sunday, 10 June, 20:45: Ireland - Croatia
Thursday, 14 June, 18:00: Italy - Croatia
Monday, 18 June, 20:45: Italy - Ireland
WARSZAWA
Friday, 8 June, 18:00: Poland - Greece
Tuesday, 12 June, 20:45: Poland - Russia
Saturday, 16 June, 20:45: Greece - Russia
Thursday, 21 June, 20:45: QUARTER-FINAL
Thursday, 28 June, 20:45: SEMI-FINAL
WROCŁAW
Friday, 8 June, 20:45: Russia - Czech Republic
Tuesday, 12 June, 18:00: Greece - Czech Republic
Saturday, 16 June, 20:45: Czech Republic - Poland

NOT ONLY ABOUT MONEY
Citi Handlowy Volunteer Scheme - we have helped for 7 years.
This year witnesses 7th anniversary of volunteer scheme at Citi Handlowy. The Volunteer Employee Program, implemented in June 2005, since its beginning is coordinated by Kronenberg
Foundation at Citi Handlowy. Volunteers support selected social ventures with they knowledge,
experience and skills and they engage in assistance to organizations of various operational profile.
The Volunteer Employee Program at Citi Handlowy is being developed dynamically – every year, the teams of volunteers are joined by
subsequent employees, and the number of projects implemented by
them is constantly growing. Citi’s Global Community Day, an international project carried out on the same day each year in over 90 countries worldwide, constitutes the greatest
volunteering event at Citi Handlowy. This year seventh edition of the event is connected with celebration of 200th
anniversary of Citi, which makes it an exceptional event for all Bank‟s volunteers. Between May 25 and June 30
we will implement over 120 projects in 12 provinces, reaching 13 thousand people in need.
The Volunteer Employee Program engages not only employees but also their families and friends. The volunteering activities are also carried out by Bank‟s clients. This year the participation in projects was announced by volunteers from the following companies: BP Polska, Can-Pack, Delphi, HG Polska, Legg Maison TFI S.A., Pentel Poland, Securitas Polska, Sportimpex, Toyota Motor Poland, Universal Music Polska.
For more information about the Citi‟s Global Community Day please visit: http://www.online.citibank.pl/gcd/

One bank, two traditions, 200 years of progress
This year, Citi and Citi Handlowy celebrate a special anniversary – 200th anniversary of Citigroup foundation. On this occasion a
special website www.citihandlowy.pl/200 has been launched, where you can find information about how Citi and Citi Handlowy (in
operation for over 140 years) supported many groundbreaking undertakings and ideas. The main focus of Citi‟s global anniversary
campaign is on presenting history and events where Citigroup was a partner or an initiator. An example of such an event is the
participation of the bank in a project to construct the first passenger jet plane, which has revolutionized the way of travelling worldwide.
The Polish campaign “One Bank, Two Traditions, 200 Years of Progress” also includes local examples from the history of Citi Handlowy. All of them are contained in a dedicated website www.citihandlowy.pl/200, which features more examples on how Citi has
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